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Summary
Current views on multisensory motion integration assume
separate substrates where visual motion perceptually domi-
nates tactile motion [1, 2]. However, recent neuroimaging
findings demonstrate strong activation of visual motion pro-
cessing areas by tactile stimuli [3–6], implying a potentially
bidirectional relationship. To test the relationship between
visual and tactile motion processing, we examined the
transfer of motion aftereffects. In the well-known visual
motion aftereffect, adapting to visual motion in one direction
causes a subsequently presented stationary stimulus to be
perceived as moving in the opposite direction [7, 8]. The
existence of motion aftereffects in the tactile domain was
debated [9–11], though robust tactile motion aftereffects
have recently been demonstrated [12, 13]. By using amotion
adaptation paradigm, we found that repeated exposure to
visual motion in a given direction produced a tactile motion
aftereffect, the illusion of motion in the opponent direction
across the finger pad. We also observed that repeated expo-
sure to tactile motion induces a visual motion aftereffect,
biasing the perceived direction of counterphase gratings.
These crossmodal aftereffects, operating both from vision
to touch and from touch to vision, present strong behavioral
evidence that the processing of visual and tactilemotion rely
on shared representations that dynamically impactmodality-
specific perception.
Results
Experiment 1: Vision to Touch
In the first experiment, we asked whether adaptation to visual
motion could induce a tactile motion aftereffect. Observers
placed their right index finger (distal phalangeal pad) on
a tactile stimulation apparatus 35 cm behind and 35 cm below
*Correspondence: tkonkle@mit.edu (T.K.), cim@mit.edu (C.I.M.)the fixation point on the monitor. The fingertip was positioned
in the foveal visual field, with the index finger pointing ‘‘up’’ in
a retinotopic projection. This experimental setup approxi-
mated the best three-dimensional correspondence between
the point of regard and the finger tip (Figure 1A). In this exper-
imental set-up, motion distal (outward) on the finger tip was
matched to motion upward on the screen; if tactile motion
along the fingertip were visible, it would induce upward motion
in the observer’s visual field.
On each trial, a drifting visual grating was presented for 10 s
to the foveal visual field (subtending 1.9 3 2.3 degrees, 10%
Michelson contrast, spatial frequency = 1.05 cpd, temporal
frequency = 2 Hz). After a period of visual motion adaptation,
the visual display blanked, and 1 s later, the tactile test
stimulus was delivered, which consisted of a brief motion
sweep across the finger pad parallel to the visual grating orien-
tation. To deliver tactile sweeps, we used the STReSS2 tactile
stimulator [14] comprising an array of 6 3 10 piezoelectric
tactors (Figure 1A, schematically depicted in Figure 1B; see
Experimental Procedures). Observers reported whether this
tactile motion stimulus was perceived as moving upward or
downward. The tactile motion stimulus varied in upward or
downward motion speed by adjusting the time between three
successively activated rows. Each row activated for 100 ms,
with a 33.3 Hz vibration frequency to target rapidly adapting
mechanoreceptor populations [12].
If aftereffects transfer from vision to touch, then adapting
to visual motion upward would cause the unbiased tactile
stimulus (0 ms interstimulus onset) to be perceived as down-
ward. Thus, upward tactile motion would be required to
‘‘null’’ the motion aftereffect. The point of subjective equality
(PSE) was reached when sufficient upward nulling motion
was delivered so that the tactile stimulus was reported
equally ‘‘upward’’ and ‘‘downward.’’ We quantified the magni-
tude of the induced aftereffect as the difference in the PSE
after upward versus downward motion adaptation. This
method allows a measure of the magnitude of the aftereffect
quantified in terms of physical rather than subjective
properties.
Adapting to upward versus downward visual motion signifi-
cantly shifted the point of subjective equality of the tactile
motion stimulus (Experiment 1). In Figure 2A, the right panel
shows the average PSE estimation progress across subjects.
Visual motion adaptation upward (gray line) caused the tactile
stimulus to be perceived as moving downward, leading to an
upward-shifted tactile PSE. Similarly, visual motion downward
(black line) caused the tactile motion to be perceived as
upward, leading to a downward tactile PSE. If there was no
effect of visual motion adaptation on subsequent tactile
motion judgments, these two staircases would not diverge. A
significant difference in the point of subjective equality after
upward adaptation compared to downward adaptation was
observed (t(7) = 8.96, p < 0.001). The difference between the
PSE after upward versus downward motion adaptation is
plotted for each subject and the group (Figure 2A, left). The
effect was observed in the predicted direction for all eight
subjects (sign test: p < 0.01), demonstrating that visual motion
adaptation can induce a tactile motion aftereffect. These data
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stimulation on tactile motion discrimination.
Next, we assessed the reliability of this effect within
observers. Here, staircases for the two adaptation conditions
can be said to significantly diverge if the distribution of the
staircase reversals are significantly different from each other.
This measure is strict, because the staircases for both condi-
tions began at the same seed, and thus reversals that happen
early in a trial are likely to be of similar magnitude. Despite
use of this conservative metric, all eight subjects showed a
significant difference between the reversals in the upward
and downward adaptation condition (unpaired t tests,
p’s < 0.05).
The magnitude of the aftereffect induced by each direction of
motion adaptation can be assessed by examining the shift in
the PSE after adaptation relative to the baseline point of
subjective equality (no prior visual adaptation). Both the
upward- and downward-induced motion aftereffects were
different from the baseline PSE (upward adaptation: t(7) =
2.33, p = 0.052; downward adaptation: t(7) = 6.63, p < 0.001).
Further, the magnitudes of these component aftereffects
were significantly different (t(7) = 2.61, p < 0.05). There was
a stronger tactile motion aftereffect after downward visual
motion adaptation than after upward visual motion adaptation.
Further work is required to understand what underlies this
asymmetry, such as the postural configuration of the experi-
mental setup, or more intrinsic properties of the system, such
Figure 1. Experimental Set Up and Methods
(A) Left: Observers were positioned with their
right index finger placed on the tactile stimulation
apparatus 35 cm behind and 35 cm below the
fixation point on the monitor. Right: Image of
the STReSS2 distributed tactile stimulator,
composed of 60 piezoelectric actuators forming
a 6 3 10 array with spatial resolution of 1.8 by
1.2 mm.
(B) Experiment 1 Trial Design. Observers were
presented with 10 s of visual motion (up or
down) followed by a 1 s blank interval and a brief
tactile motion stimulus consisting of three
successive rows of stimulation. The interstimulus
onset (ISO) between the tactile rows was varied
to measure the effect of the visual motion adapta-
tion on the tactile test stimulus. Observers had to
respond in a 2-alternative forced choice task
whether tactile test stimulus moved up or down.
(C) Experiment 2 Trial Design. Observers were
first presented with w10 s of tactile motion
sweeps over the finger pad, either upward or
downward. After a 1 s pause, a visual motion
stimulus was presented consisting of 5 frames
presented for 200 ms. The phase between the
gratings (phase jump) at each frame was varied
to measure the effect of the tactile motion stim-
ulus on the visual test stimulus. Observers had
to respond in a 2-alternative forced choice task
whether visual test stimulus moved up or down.
as anisotropies showing an overrepre-
sentation of downward direction [15, 16].
Experiment 2: Touch to Vision
In the second experiment, we asked
whether adaptation to tactile motion
could induce a visual motion aftereffect.
Pilot studies were conducted to ensure
that tactile motion aftereffects could be reliably induced with
the adapting parameters (see Supplemental Data available on-
line). In each trial, observers were presented with w10 s of
tactile motion sweeps (30 ms/row for 6 rows, followed by
a 150 ms gap, 33.3 Hz vibration frequency). One second after
the cessation of the tactile motion adaptation stimulus, a low-
contrast visual counterphase flickering grating was presented
for 1 s, and observers reported the direction of visual motion
(see Figure 1B). This visual motion stimulus varied in motion
speed by adjusting the phase jump between successive frames
of the grating. A phase jump of 180 (a standard unbiased coun-
terphase flickering grating) is denoted as a 0 motion bias, with
positive numbers arbitrarily indicating upward motion in the
stimulus and negative numbers indicating downward motion
in the stimulus. As before, the point of subjective equality for
the visual motion stimulus was estimated, and we quantified
the effect as the shift in PSE after adapting to upward versus
downward tactile motion.
Adapting to tactile motion caused a visual motion afteref-
fect, shifting the point of subjective equality for the visual flick-
ering gratings in opponent directions. The right panel of
Figure 2B shows the average PSE estimation for the visual
counterphase gratings after upward tactile motion adaptation
(gray line) and downward tactile motion adaptation (black line),
compared to the baseline point of subjective equality
measured with no prior adaptation (dashed line). If there was
no effect of tactile motion adaptation on subsequent visual
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(A) Experiment 1 Results. Left: The point of
subjective equality (PSE) was measured for
each subject and condition, and the magnitude
of the aftereffect was quantified as the difference
in tactile PSE between adapting to upward and
downward visual motion. The PSE shift is shown
for each subject and the group average. Right:
The average threshold estimation staircase
across observers is plotted for upward (gray)
and downward (black) visual motion-adaptation
conditions. The y axis shows the tactile test stim-
ulus setting, measured by the interstimulus onset
(ISO) between the tactile bars. Positive values
indicate upward tactile motion and negative
values indicate downward tactile motion. Base-
line PSE (dotted line) for the tactile stimulus
without prior visual motion is also shown (see
Supplemental Data). Adjacent to the average
staircase data, the group average upward and
downward component PSE shifts are plotted
relative to baseline.
(B) Experiment 2 Results. Left: The point of
subjective equality (PSE) was measured for
each subject and condition, and the magnitude
of the aftereffect was quantified as the difference
in visual PSE between adapting to upward and
downward tactile motion. The PSE shift is shown
for each subject and the group average. Right:
Average threshold estimation staircase shown
for tactile adaptation upward (gray) and down-
ward (black). The y axis shows the phase jump
in degrees from 180, where 0 degrees is a perfect
counterphase grating, positive degree jumps indicate upward visual motion, and negative degree phase jumps indicate downward visual motion. Baseline
PSE (dotted line) for the visual stimulus without prior tactile motion is also shown (see Supplemental Data). Adjacent to the average staircase data, the group
average upward and downward component PSE shifts are plotted relative to baseline. All error bars reflect within-subject standard error [39].motion processing, the staircase progress for both conditions
would not significantly diverge over time. However, we see
a significant shift in the point of subjective equality after upward
versus downward tactile motion exposure (t(7) = 3.25, p < 0.05).
To quantify this effect, we again measured the difference in the
PSE after upward versus downward motion and plot this differ-
ence score for all observers and the group average in Figure 2B
(left). After exposure to tactile motion in one direction, visual
motion bias in the same direction was required to null the
motion aftereffect in all eight observers.
This crossmodal aftereffect was observed relative to an
underlying net bias to perceive foveal low-contrast counter-
phase flickering gratings with downward motion. The point
of subjective equality for perceiving the direction of low-
contrast counterphase flickering gratings (with no prior motion
adaptation) is not centered around the stimulus with 180
phase jump between successive frames. In fact, this physically
unbiased stimulus is predominantly perceived as motion
downward [17]. All observers showed a bias to perceive this
visual stimulus as downward, both in the present experiment
and in a supporting experiment conducted to verify this bias
with a method of constant stimuli paradigm (see Supplemental
Data). These data reveal an intrinsic pre-existing bias to see
downward motion in a highly ambiguous vertical stimulus.
Importantly, in the present investigation of crossmodal afteref-
fects, we see motion aftereffects relative to this bias within
visual motion perception—this baseline does not affect our
measurements of the shift in PSE observed between upward
and downward motion adaptation.
To assess the reliability of this motion aftereffect within
observers, we again examined the distributions of staircase
reversals for upward and downward adaptation conditions.In 5 of the 8 subjects, there was a significant difference
between the reversals in the upward and downward adapta-
tion condition (unpaired t tests, p’s < 0.05). In all eight subjects,
the average difference between upward and downward
motion adaptation conditions was observed in the expected
direction (see Figure 2B, left, sign test: p < 0.01).
The magnitude of the aftereffect induced by each direction
of motion was further assessed by comparing the PSE after
adaptation in each direction to the baseline PSE. Here, neither
of the upward or downward motion aftereffect components
was significantly different from baseline (upward: t(7) = 1.13,
p > 0.1, downward: t(7) = 1.60, p > 0.1). Because of the visual
baseline bias, any early staircase reversals might obscure
the relative differences between these conditions. To address
this possibility systematically, we conducted a supplemental
analysis to calculate the PSEs with only later reversals (see
Supplemental Data). This analysis showed that the effect of
downward adaptation relative to baseline was significant
over a range of PSE calculation methods, while the upward
component approached significance. Further, when the
magnitudes of each component aftereffect were averaged
with all reversals, the PSE shift was significantly different
from the baseline (t(7) = 3.25, p < 0.05). Importantly, if there
was no impact of touch on vision, there would be no difference
between upward and downward adaptation; however, the
staircases shown in Figure 2B reliably diverge.
Discussion
These results demonstrate that visual motion processing
and tactile motion processing are not isolated, but instead
are susceptible to adaptation in the other modality. In
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a tactile motion aftereffect, the perception of tactile motion
across the finger in the opposite direction to the visual motion.
In Experiment 2, the reciprocal crossmodal interaction was
observed: adaptation to repeated tactile motion across the
finger tip led to a motion aftereffect in the visual modality,
biasing the direction of ambiguous counterphase gratings.
These crossmodal motion aftereffects, measured as a shift in
the point of subjective equality after upward versus downward
adaptation, were observed in all individual subjects and in the
group average for both modalities. Within individual subjects,
a significant difference in the mean reversal values was
observed for all subjects in the visual-to-tactile illusion and in
the majority of subjects (5 of 8) in the tactile-to-visual illusion.
There are several key implications of these findings. First, by
using an adaptation paradigm, crossmodal aftereffects indi-
cate that the perceptual experience of one modality can be
influenced by a previously presented stimulus in another
modality. Second, aftereffects are taken as evidence that there
are adaptive filters tuned to specific stimulus properties [8],
where the adapted state of those filters determines how subse-
quently presented stimuli will be processed. Here, the neural
processing of tactile motion depends on substrates influenced
by adaptation of vision. Similarly, processing of visual motion
depends on substrates adapted by tactile motion. Thus, the
transfer of these aftereffects between modalities directly
supports the view that at some point in the motion processing
streams, these two modalities have partially overlapping
substrates. Third, these data show that at least some shared
representations between touch and vision are directionally
specific, and as such depend on correspondence between
directional motion in the visual and tactile domain. Finally,
although most studies examining visual and haptic motion
find only that vision influences touch [1, 2], the present results
demonstrate that touch can impact the perception of visual
motion. This finding suggests that bidirectional crossmodal
interactions may be more prevalent than currently believed.
Implications for Neural Architecture
The current psychophysical results cannot reveal the site of
shared neural representations underlying these crossmodal
interactions in motion processing. However, one prominent
candidate is the V5/MT+ complex. Area hMT+ is well known
for its visual motion selectivity (see [18] for a review). Recent
studies have now shown tactile activation of visual MT+/V5
with tactile motion stimuli [3, 4], in blind participants [5], and
even during the presentation of vibrotactile stimuli that do
not overtly translate in space and time across the skin [6].
Interestingly, area hMT+ is deactivated by auditory motion in
sighted participants [19], and thus does not follow the same
pattern as tactile and visual motion in this area. More generally,
activations of other visual areas by tactile and auditory stimuli
[20–27] suggest that sensory input does not necessarily
proceed independently through unisensory processing
streams before being combined in multisensory zones ([28,
29]; see also [30]).
Unimodal motion aftereffects are thought to originate not
from adaptation in one area (e.g., V1) but from adaptation at
many stages of processing both in early sensory areas and
in higher level areas (e.g., MT+ complex, superior temporal
sulcus, intraparietal sulcus) [8]. In this model of hierarchical
adaptation, as the stimulus is processed along the visual
stream, more and more general properties of the stimulus
are adapted. Each level of processing can be probed withdifferent test stimuli. For example, after the same visual motion
adaptation, a subsequent static grating will lead to retinotopic
aftereffects, whereas a subsequent dynamic grating will
generate aftereffects in a wider range of retinotopic locations
[8, 31, 32]. In the present studies, the tactile test stimulus
can be thought of as a further probe of the adapted state
induced by the same visual motion adaptation. The extent to
which processing of the tactile test stimulus relies on the adap-
ted circuits from the previous visual stimulus determines the
properties of aftereffects that can be observed.
Implications for Multisensory Integration
The use of adaptation is an important paradigm for under-
standing multisensory representation, because the stimuli
are not delivered concurrently. This removes concerns about
how attention is divided among competing sensory stimuli.
Further, it demonstrates that processing sensory input from
one modality in isolation can be influenced by adaptation
from another modality. Kitagawa and Ichihara employed
motion aftereffects to examine motion processing between
vision and audition ([33], see also [34]). Interestingly, they
found that adapting to visual motion induced an auditory
motion aftereffect; however, the influence of auditory motion
adaptation on vision was not observed. Most previous studies
on multisensory motion use simultaneous stimulus presenta-
tion and have demonstrated that vision can influence tactile
and auditory motion judgments (e.g., [35–37], see [2] for
a review). However, the influence of tactile stimulation on the
perception of visual motion is not often examined, and when
studied, touch is typically reported to be incapable of biasing
vision (e.g., [2]). Based on this body of evidence, some current
views on motion processing hold that vision uniformly ‘‘domi-
nates’’ motion judgments in both the auditory and the tactile
modalities [2]. However, in contrast to the vision-dominant
view, the present results demonstrate that touch can impact
the perception of visual motion.
The precise arrangement of stimulus factors was likely
crucial to the induction of the illusions reported here and
provides an explanation for the divergence of these findings
from previous studies. To probe the visual aftereffect after
tactile adaptation (Experiment 2), we chose a visual stimulus
that was of low contrast, dynamic, and counterphase flick-
ering. This dynamic test stimulus has two clear perceptual
interpretations as either upward or downward, and we believe
that this bistability makes it more likely to be susceptible to
tactile motion adaptation than, e.g., a static visual grating.
Indeed, in Culham et al., high-level motion adaptation from
attentive tracking induced aftereffects only when probed
with a similar dynamic test stimulus and did not arise with
a static test stimulus [38]. We suggest that tactile motion
was able to influence visual motion processing in our study
because of our choice of the visual stimulus used to probe
the adapted state of the neural system.
Conclusion
Here we show that motion adaptation in the visual modality
causes an illusion of tactile motion in the opposite direction.
Further, we show the reciprocal interaction, in which tactile
motion adaptation leads to a visual motion aftereffect. The
transfer of these aftereffects directly supports the view that
motion signals from visual and tactile input pathways are rep-
resented with partially overlapping neural substrates. Finally,
these data generally support the emerging view that sensory
processing, even at relatively ‘‘early’’ levels in neural
Crossmodal Motion Aftereffects
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to perceptual consequences [28, 29].
Experimental Procedures
Participants
16 observers participated (8 in Experiment 1 and 8 in Experiment 2), with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All gave informed consent approved
by the Committee On the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects and
all procedures conformed to the principles expressed in the Declaration
of Helsinki.
Apparatus
Tactile stimuli were applied with the STReSS2 distributed tactile stimulator
[14]. The active area of the stimulator was 10.63 11.3 mm, composed of 60
piezoelectric actuators forming a 6 3 10 array with spatial resolution of 1.8
by 1.2 mm. Each actuator can be independently driven to tangentially
deform the skin with maximum 0.15 N force and a free deflection of
0.1 mm. A 33.3 Hz vibrotactile mode was employed. All actuators were
controlled by custom developed software running on Xenomai real-time
system. For terminology purposes only, a tactile ‘‘bar’’ of stimulation refers
to one row of 10 stimulation sites, and tactile ‘‘sweeps’’ refer to successive
rows being stimulated over time.
General Procedure
Observers underwent training, baseline measurements, and adaptation
blocks. Training consisted of sweeps across the finger to familiarize partic-
ipants with the tactile stimulator. Specific training for each experiment was
also performed (see Supplemental Data). Three baseline staircases were
completed, in which no adaptation preceded the judgment of the visual or
tactile test stimuli. Next, staircases were presented for each condition,
blocked, with the order counterbalanced across subjects. Instructions
were to attend to the stimulation during the adaptation period and to report
whether the subsequent test stimulus moved up or down.
Experiment 1
The adapting visual grating subtended 1.93 2.3 degrees, with 10% Michel-
son contrast, a spatial frequency of 1.05 cycles per degree and a temporal
frequency of 2 Hz, updated at a 60 Hz monitor refresh rate, presented for
10 s. A black fixation dot remained on the screen through the adaptation
period. The tactile test stimulus consisted of a three tactile bars (first row,
third row, fifth row), played for 100 ms each, with a frequency of 33.3 Hz.
The timing between the bar onset (interstimulus onset, ISO) varied accord-
ing to the staircase.
Experiment 2
For the adapting tactile motion sweeps, each row was vibrated for 30 ms, for
a total sweep time of 180 ms followed by 150 ms pause. This was repeated
28 times for 9.24 s of adaptation. Deflection frequency was 33.3 Hz. A black
fixation dot remained on the screen through the adaptation period. The
visual test stimulus used the same parameters as in the previous experiment
with the contrast reduced to 1%. The test stimulus was 1 s in duration, con-
sisting of 5 frames of a grating presented for 200 ms each, where the phase
offset between successive frames was varied according to the staircase
progress (see [38]).
Staircase Procedure
For each condition, one staircase was conducted and conditions were run in
a blocked design with order counterbalanced across subjects. Each block
proceeded for 20 reversals in the staircase up to a maximum of 40 trials.
Breaks were given after 20 trials. The point of subjective equality (PSE) was
calculated by discarding the first two reversals and averaging the remaining
reversals. The interstimulus onset (ISO) between the three tactile bars or the
phase jump between successive frames of the counterphase grating was
controlled by the staircase. The tactile staircase seed was always 1 ms ISO,
with steps of 2 ms following a 1-up 1-down staircase procedure. In the visual
staircases, the seed was 2 degrees phase-jump, with a 4 degree step size.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures and
five figures and can be found with this article online at http://www.cell.
com/current-biology/supplemental/S0960-9822(09)00886-0.Acknowledgments
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